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A detailed analysis of reaction-path dynamics of hydrogen abstraction from ethane, fluoroethane, and
chloroethane by hydroxyl radical has been performed by the variational transition-state theory augmented
with multidimensional semiclassical tunneling approximations. The minimum energy path and its first and
second derivatives were calculated at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The calculated barrier heights
were further improved by Gaussian-2(MP2) methodology. This dual-level dynamic approach has been used
to calculate the reaction rate constants for temperatures from 200 to 1000 K. The contribution from tunneling
effect was evaluated using the semiclassical zero-curvature and small-curvature tunneling approximations.
The calculated thermal reaction rate constants agree well with the experimental results. The variational effects
on the location of central dynamical bottleneck are significant for all three reactions. The competition between
potential and vibrational energies in determining the location of the variational transition-state shifts the
dynamical bottleneck toward reactants. The influence of halogen substitution on the reaction rate constant is
also discussed.

Introduction

Reactions of hydroxyl (OH) radical with hydrocarbons and
their halogenated derivatives play an important role in combus-
tion chemistry and in the chemistry of the atmosphere.1 The
release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) into the atmosphere has
adverse environmental effect, i.e., the depletion of the ozone
layer and the creation of ozone holes.2,3 Thus, an international
effort is underway to phase out CFCs soon and to replace them
with environmentally acceptable alternatives.3,4 Various hy-
drofluorocarbons (HFCs) are under consideration as a viable
CFCs replacements.4c,d They have two important advantages
that make them environmentally far more acceptable. HFCs
contain no chlorine atoms that will participate in the destruction
of ozone molecules and have considerably shorter tropospheric
lifetimes1 due to the possible hydrogen abstraction reaction by
OH radicals in the lower atmosphere.
Since reactivity with OH radicals is the rate-determining step

for the tropospheric lifetimes of all partially halogenated
hydrocarbons (HFCs and HCFCs), this reaction has attracted
considerable attention of experimentalists1,2and theoreticians.5-8

Efforts have been focused on studying the structures, energetics,
and vibrational frequencies of the reactants, products, and
transition-state structures for hydroxyl radical reactions with the
two simplest hydrocarbons, methane5a-e,6a,band ethane6c,7a,8aand
their halogenated analogues.5j,7b,8 However, theoretical studies
on the kinetics of these reactions have been limited.6,7a Only
methane6a,b and ethane6c reactions with OH radical have been
studied in terms of interpolated variational transition-state theory
(IVTST)9 with small curvature tunneling (SCT) corrections.10

The first- or second-order IVTST is based only on the electronic
structure calculations for reactants, products, transition-state

structures, and one or two additional points displaced by a small
distance from the saddle point.
The aim of this study is to investigate in detail the reaction-

path dynamics of ethane and haloethane reactions with OH
radical and the role of halogen substitution on the reactivity of
haloethanes in hydrogen abstraction reaction. It is well-known
that the hydroxyl radical reacts with alkanes and haloalkanes
by preferentially abstracting hydrogen atoms from the sites with
lower bond energies.1 Thus, only the kinetics ofR-abstraction,
i.e., reactions (R1)-(R3), has been investigated in this study.

A detailed analysis of the minimum energy path (MEP),
calculated by molecular quantum mechanical methods with
proper inclusion of electron correlation, has been performed for
these three hydrogen abstraction reactions. Their reaction rate
constants have been calculated for a wide temperature range
by the application of dual-level dynamics11 based on the
variational transition-state theory12,13 (VTST) and on semiclas-
sical tunneling methods13 and compared with available experi-
mental results. Finally, the reactivity trends along the series of
studied compounds have been analyzed and discussed.

Methods

Electronic Structure Calculations. The geometries of all
stationary points along the reaction path were optimized and
their vibrational frequencies were calculated using second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)14 with the 6-31G-
(d,p) basis set.15 The minimum energy path (MEP) was
calculated for all three reactions using the Gonzalez-Schlegel
IRC algorithm16 at the same level of theory. The accurate
energies of the reactants, transition-state structures, and products
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CH3CH2Cl + OH• f CH3CHCl
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were also calculated using the G2(MP2)17,18scheme, and these
values were used to correct the MP2/6-31G(d,p) reaction path
for the IVTST-IC reaction rate calculations.9b Our G2 results
published previously8 for the fluoroethane reaction with OH
radical were used to evaluate G2(MP2) results from this study.
For the open-shell systems Schlegel’s spin projection scheme19

was used to eliminate spin contamination arising from states
with spin (S+ 1) to (S+ 4). Electronic structure calculations
were done using the GAUSSIAN 92 and 94 quantum mechan-
ical packages.20

Reaction Rate Calculations. The reaction rate constants
were calculated using both conventional (TST)21 and variational
(VTST)11,13,22,23transition-state theory. VTST calculations are
based on the application of canonical variational theory
(CVT).11,22,24 Furthermore, an interpolation using a modest
number of high-level points along the MEP (about 20) was used
to calculate the reaction rate constants. We will call this
approach the interpolated variational transition-state theory
(IVTST). As a final step this approach was refined by using
interpolated corrections9b of the barrier height at the G2(MP2)
level of theory, and the complete procedure will designated as
IVTST-IC or G2(MP2)///MP2/6-31G(d,p). It should be noticed
that this approach is different from the IVTST of Truhlar et
al.,9a where only four or five high-level points are used to
interpolate all other information needed for VTST.
The IVTST-IC procedure was performed in two steps. First,

reaction path calculations were performed for reactions R1, R2,
and R3. That is, the minimum energy paths were calculated at
the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of theory, and the gradients and force
constant matrixes were evaluated at the same level. Then, the
results of energy calculations at the G2(MP2) level of theory
were used to interpolate corrections to the energies obtained at
the lower level of theory. For all reaction-path calculations we
used mass-scaled coordinates with a scaling mass of 1 amu.
A cubic spline interpolation for the energy and the frequencies

was implemented in the POLYRATE version 6.525 program in
order to obtain smooth interpolated values for both quantities.26

Results obtained with the cubic spline interpolation are com-
parable with those obtained by using three-point Lagrangian
interpolation originally implemented in the POLYRATE version
6.5 program.
The harmonic approximation is assumed for the calculation

of vibrational partition functions in all cases except for the
internal hindered-rotation of the OH group around the reactive
O-Ha bond at the transition state and along the MEP, where a
hindered rotor27 model has been employed.
Because transfer of a hydrogen atom is involved in these

reactions, tunneling effects have been approximated by using
zero28,29and small29,30curvature correction methods (ZCT and
SCT). The Wigner correction31 was also calculated because it
is the simplest and one of the most commonly used methods
for approximating reaction-coordinate tunneling in conventional
TST.
The IVTST-IC reaction rate constant calculations were carried

out with POLYRATE version 6.525 program. Results of VTST-
IC and related approaches11,12,22,23have been compared with
experiments6,32,33 and accurate quantum dynamics calcula-
tions23,24with appreciable success; thus, these methods provide
reasonably convenient means for solving theoretically kinetic
problems of chemically interesting systems.
Experimental Results. The reaction of ethane with OH

radical has been studied by several experimental techniques,
yielding the reaction rate constants for a wide range of
temperatures.1,35 On the contrary, there is only a few
measurements1d,36,37from which the reaction rate constants are
determined for the reactions of fluoro- and chloroethanes with

OH radical. From their temperature dependence, Arrhenius
activation energies (Ea) have been obtained. For reaction R1
the range ofEa is 2.1-2.3 kcal mol-1, for R2 1.5-2.3 kcal
mol-1, and for R3 0.8-2.0 kcal mol-1.
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Reaction

Barriers. The comparison of calculated reaction barriers with
those obtained from experiments is not a straightforward
procedure. Calculated barriers can be expressed as the differ-
ence between transition-state and reactants potential energies
(VB) or potential energies corrected for zero-point energies
(∆E0q). Adding thermal corrections to∆E0q, ∆ETq is obtained.
It is regularly assumed that the Arrhenius activation energy,
EA, can be obtained by adding anRTterm to∆ETq.38 However,
this is true only for a restricted class of reactions that follow
activated-complex theory with the simplest assumptions about
the temperature dependence of the partition coefficients and with
temperature-independent transmission coefficients (κ). This is
not the case if tunneling is important.39 However, it was shown
recently that, for proton-transfer reactions, a comparison ofEa
with ∆E0q is at least an reasonable approximation.7a

Results and Discussion

Stationary Points Energetics. The potential energy change
along the reaction path of fluoroethane reaction with OH radical
with respect to the difference between two reactive bonds,r(C-
Ha) and r(O-Ha) is given in Figure 1. Five stationary points
were found along the hydrogen abstraction reaction path:
reactants, reactant complex, transition-state structure, product
complex, and products. Our previous studies8 report in detail
ab initio calculations for the reactants, products and transition-
state structures of reactions R1, R2, and R3. Here, we will
briefly discuss the electronic structure results for complexes and
focus our attention on the reaction dynamics.
Structures of the van der Waals complexes on the reactant

and products side of the MEP (CR, CP) are calculated for the
first time and results are given in Figure 2. The CR and CP
structures are very similar to separate reactant and product
species, respectively. Energy differences between reactants,
reactant complexes, transition-state structures, product com-
plexes, and products calculated at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory for reactions R1, R2, and R3 are given in Table 1.
The reactant and product complexes are formed without

barrier from the reactant and product species, respectively. van

Figure 1. Minimum energy path for the fluoroethane reaction with
hydroxyl radical.
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der Waals complexes formed in the haloethanes reactions with
OH radical are quite different from those formed in the ethane
reaction with OH radical. Structures of the van der Waals
complexes formed in the reaction of ethane with OH radical
are similar to the transition-state structure, the major difference
being in the reactive O‚‚‚Ha‚‚‚C distances. In the case of
haloethanes, bothCR andCP are characterized by the interaction
between halogen atom and hydrogen from OH radical or water
molecule, respectively. In terms of natural bond orbital
analysis,40 this interaction can be described as delocalization
of the halogen lone-pair electrons into theσ*(OH) antibonding
orbital of the hydroxyl radical or water molecule, respectively.
Accurate energies calculated at the G2(MP2) level of theory

for reactants, products and transition states, were used for
interpolated corrections, despite the fact that reactant and product
complexes are lower in energy than the reactants and products.
In all three reactions, we were able to calculate the MEP all
the way down to the complexes valley on the product side of

the MEP but not on the reactant side due to the convergence
problems of the IRC algorithm. The product complexes were
found ats) 5.4 au for reaction R1, ats) 8.8 au for reaction
R2, and ats ) 11.0 au for reaction R3.
The reaction barrier heights for ethane, fluoroethane, and

chloroethane reactions with OH radical calculated at the G2-
(MP2) are given in Table 2. The quality of G2(MP2) results
was tested for the fluoroethane reaction with OH radical by
comparing its results with G2 results. The barrier height (∆E0q)
calculated at the G2 level8b,c is 2.09 kcal mol-1 which is very
close to the G2(MP2) value of 2.10 kcal mol-1. The G2(MP2)
results of similar quality are expected for reactions R1 and R3.
Analysis of Reaction Path Properties. Information on

geometries and frequencies of the reactants and transition-state
structures, the reduced moment of inertia for the internal
rotational mode of the transition state, and the energy difference
between transition state and reactants are sufficient for the
calculation of reaction rate constants by conventional transition-
state theory. However, additional information along the mini-
mum energy path is needed for variationally maximizing the
generalized free energy as required by VTST. Therefore, the
minimum energy paths for the ethane, fluoroethane and chlo-
roethane reactions with OH radical were computed at the MP2/
6-31G(d,p) level in steps of 0.1 au. Figure 3 shows the Born-
Oppenheimer energy along the minimum energy path (VMEP(s))
and the vibrationally adiabatic ground-state potential energy
curve (Va

G(s)) for reactions R1, R2, and R3.
The most pronounced changes of reactive geometrical

parametersr(C-Ha) and r(O-Ha) occur in the vicinity of the
maximum on the MEP. Figure 4 shows the breaking of the
C-H bond, the forming of the O-H bond, and the change in
distance between the C and O atoms along the MEP. Outside
the ranges) (0.5 au the reactive bond distance changes in a
concerted fashion with the C-O distance; thus the reactant
species are moving together and product species are moving
apart. On the product side of the MEP a change of the slope in
r(C-Ha) and r(C-O) curves is observed due to the complex
formation.
The force constant matrix was computed in steps of 0.2 au

along the minimum energy path.41 The resulting generalized
normal modes were reordered by projecting the eigenvectors
of successive steps onto each other, and connecting the ones
giving the largest contribution for a specific eigenvector. Due
to the strong mixing of frequencies, the reordering and con-
nection of frequencies were not completely straightforward and
some chemical intuition was needed to connect the frequencies
reasonably. As can be seen in Figure 5, the generalized normal
modes change mostly froms ) -1.0 to s ) +1.0 on the
minimum energy path. Further on the path changes are smaller
and can be easily interpolated over longer distance. Therefore,
the forces were calculated up tos ) 1.5 au for fluoroethane
and chloroethane reactions with OH radical. For the ethane
reaction with OH radical MEP was calculated up tos) +0.8
au due to convergence problems of the IRC algorithm, and
consequently forces are calculated up to this point.
Out of all 3N - 7 generalized normal modes there are only

two that change significantly during the reaction (see Figure

Figure 2. Reactive geometry parameters for (a) transition-state
structures, (b) van der Waals complex structures for ethane reaction
with OH radical, and (c) van der Waals complex structures for
fluoroethane and chloroethane reactions with OH radical calculated at
the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.

TABLE 1: Energy Differences between Reactants, Reactant
Complex, Transition-State Structure, Product Complex, and
Products along the Minimum Energy Path Calculated at
MP2/6-31G(d,p) Level of Theory (All Values Corrected for
the Zero-Point Energies and Reported in kcal mol-1)

reactiona ∆E1 ∆E2 ∆E3 ∆E4 ∆Eq ∆Hr

C2H6 + OH -0.6 6.1 -20.4 -1.4 5.5 -15.3
C2H5F+ OH -5.4 9.3 -25.2 -4.2 3.9 -17.0
C2H5Cl + OH -3.1 7.2 -25.0 -2.7 4.1 -18.1

aReactants98
∆E1

complex-R98
∆E2

TS98
∆E3

complex-P98
∆E4

products

TABLE 2: Comparison of Reaction Barriers (∆E0
q)

Calculated at the G2(MP2) Level of Theory and Arrhenius
Activation Energies (Ea) Obtained from the Experimental
Reaction Rate Constants (Results in kcal mol-1)

reactant ∆E0q Ea

ethane 2.9 2.1-2.3a
fluoroethane 2.1 1.5-2.3b
chloroethane 1.1 0.8-2.0c

aReferences 1 and 35.bReference 36.cReferences 1d and 37.
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5). These are the symmetric C-H stretching of the CH2 group
from which hydrogen is abstracted and the symmetric O-H
stretching in the product water molecule. In the beginning of
the reaction path its direction corresponds to the translational
motion of the reactant units changing to symmetric C-H
stretching at abouts) -1.0 au. Toward the products this mode
changes to the H-C-C bending mode on the resulting
hydrocarbon radical. On the product side of the MEP, the
direction of reaction path correspond to the symmetric O-H
stretching frequency in water. This frequency changes continu-
ously from the rocking of the CH2 group, on the reactant side
of the path, to the symmetric O-H mode of the product water
molecule. Ats > 1.0 au the direction of the reaction path
becomes a translational motion toward the van der Waals
complex structure and finally toward the separate product
molecules. At the transition state the direction of the reaction
path corresponds to the coupling of C-Haand O-Ha stretching
modes, i.e., transfer of hydrogen from ethane or haloethane to

the OH radical. Stretching of the O-H bond in the reactant
hydroxyl radical molecule changes to antisymmetric O-H
stretching in water. This frequency stays almost constant along
the MEP. Also, bending of the CH2 group in the reactant
molecule changes to the slightly higher frequency of H-O-H
bending in water molecule. Changes in the nonadiabatic
coupling constantsBF,k (k ) 1, 6, 11, 12) with respect tos are
displayed in Figure 6 for the reaction of fluoroethane with OH
radical. Theν1, ν11, andν12 modes show significant coupling
to the reaction path. A large coupling of modesν1 andν11 with
the reaction path suggests that their excitation would accelerate
the reaction.32b,d-f Similar conclusions can be drawn for ethane
and chloroethane reactions with OH radical.
For all three reactions the two lowest frequency modes of

the generalized transition state become imaginary along the
MEP. As discussed elsewhere9b this may occur because
potential-energy surface is not highly accurate or the MEP
following algorithm is not fully converged or because of the
unphysical nature of the Cartesian coordinate system. Therefore,
we interpolated those generalized transition-state frequencies
directly from the frequencies at the transition state, reactants
and products in terms of the IVTST-0 treatment.9b

The consequence of the frequencies change along the MEP
for the adiabatic ground-state potential energy is shown on
Figure 3a. The maximum of the ground-state vibrationally
adiabatic potential energy curve appears ats*

AG ) -0.29 au for
reaction R1,s*

AG ) -0.34 au for reaction R2, ands*
AG ) -0.29

au for reaction R3. The shift of maxima toward reactants is
due to the strong change of theν(CH2) mode on the reactant
side of the MEP which is not compensated with lowering of
potential energy since reaction path is relatively flat in this
region. On the product side the MEP is much steeper and the
change in potential energy along the reaction path is larger than
the change in zero-point energy. The canonical variational
dividing surface (the maximum of the free energy curve) is
obtained ats*

CVT ) -0.26 au,s*
CVT ) -0.33 au, ands*

CVT )
-0.29 au at 298 K, for ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane
reaction with hydroxyl radical (Figure 3b). This illustrates the
competition between potential energy and vibrational energy
in determining the location of the variational transition state. A
much smaller effect of optimizing the dynamical bottleneck was

Figure 3. (a) Born-Oppenheimer potential energy (VMEP), vibrationally
adiabatic ground-state potential energy (Va

G), and (b) the free energy at
298 K along the reaction path for reactions R1, R2, and R3.

Figure 4. Change of reactive geometrical parametersr(C-Ha) and
r(O-Ha) and the change of distance between C and O atoms along the
minimum energy path for the fluoroethane reaction with hydroxyl
radical.
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found in the previous studies6c with shifts to the product side.
The difference coming from the fact that the reaction rate
constants were calculated using the zero-order IVTST with one
extra point calculated at 0.005 au. The reactant side of the MEP

was not investigated and the significant changes in the vibra-
tional frequencies have not been noticed.
There are two hindered rotations in the transition-state

structures for all three reactions; internal rotation of hydroxyl
group around the reactive O-Ha bond and internal rotation
around the C-C bond. The rotation of the C-C bond was
treated harmonically in all cases since treating this mode as a
hindered rotor decreases the partition functions only 1% up to
3000 K. Frequencies for this torsional motion calculated at
MP2/6-31G(d,p) level are 181, 260, and 263 cm-1 for the
ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane transition-state structures,
respectively. Frequencies for the internal rotations of the O-H
group in the transition-state structures are 57, 228, and 153 cm-1.
The calculated rotational barriers are 0.08, 1.00, and 0.34 kcal
mol-1 for the ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane transition-
state structures, respectively. For the reaction of ethane with
OH radical, the anharmonic treatment of this internal rotation
decreases the reaction rate constants by 2% at room temperature,

Figure 5. Selected generalized normal modes and their change along
the minimum energy path for (a) ethane, (b) fluoroethane, and (c)
chloroethane reactions with hydroxyl radical.

Figure 6. Changes of the nonadiabatic coupling constantsB(F,k) along
the minimum energy path for the fluoroethane reaction with hydroxyl
radical.
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6% at 1000 K, 13% at 2000 K, and 18% at 3000 K. For
reactions R2 and R3 differences are negligible, both in the
partition functions and in the reaction rate constants, since
corresponding frequencies for these internal rotations are much
higher than in the case of the ethane transition-state structure.
The reduced moment of inertia for the internal rotations of

the O-H group in the transition-state structure is calculated
for ethane reaction as a rotation of OH group about the O‚‚‚Ha

bond with 2-fold sinusoidal barrier. The same procedure is
applied for the fluorethane and chloroethane reactions using the
symmetry number equal to one. The calculated reduced
moments of inertia are 1.9× 10-47 kg m2 for ethane, 6.7×
10-47 for fluoroethane, and 8.6× 10-47 for chloroethane
transition-state structures. Our calculated value for ethane
reaction is in a good agreement with the previously published
value7a of 1.4× 10-47 kg m2. Truhlar et al.6c have treated this
internal rotation in ethane reaction as a large-amplitude rotation
of the ethyl group around the reactive C‚‚‚Ha bond. Thus, their
calculated reduced moment of inertia is 2.8× 10-46 kg m2, an
order of magnitude larger than the above values.
Reaction Rate Constants. The interpolated variational

transition-state theory based on the minimum energy path and
its first and second derivatives calculated at the MP2/6-31G-
(d,p) level of theory was used to calculate the reaction rate
constants for ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane reactions
with hydroxyl radical. This approach was improved by
interpolated corrections of the barrier height at G2(MP2) level
of theory. A complete notation for this dual-level dynamic
approach will be G2(MP2)///MP2/6-31G(d,p) but, for practical
reasons, the reaction rate constants calculated by this approach
will be noted in the following text only askCVT.
Total reaction rate constants were calculated as a product of

two different factors, the contribution fromkCVT which corre-
sponds to the classical reaction-coordinate motion and the
correction for tunneling,κ. Tunneling was estimated using the
zero-curvature and small-curvature approximations. The tem-
perature dependence of the calculated reaction rate constants
for ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane reactions with OH
radical is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the reaction
rate constants are underestimated by variational and conventional
approaches for all three reactions. The best agreement with
experimental results is obtained for conventional transition state
theory with Wigner tunneling correction. This agreement is
most probably due to the fortuitous cancellation of errors, i.e.,
the overestimation of the barrier height by the conventional
transition-state theory is offset by the Wigner’s empirical
overestimation of the tunneling effect. The canonical variational
transition state rates are somewhat smaller than conventional
since the maximum of the adiabatic ground-state potential is
shifted from thes) 0 for all three reactions as described earlier.
The difference between TST and CVT values is a measure of
how much recrossing occurs for the conventional transition state.
Variational optimization of the transition state location reduces
the rate constants for ethane by 4%, for fluoroethane by 4.5%,
and for chloroethane by 5.4% at 300 K. This lowering is larger
at lower temperatures.
The transmission coefficients (κ) were calculated using the

semiclassical zero-curvature (ZCT) and small-curvature (SCT)
tunneling approximations. At room temperatureκSCT is 2.37
for ethane, 2.04 for fluoroethane, and 2.07 for chloroethane
reaction with OH radical.κSCT is about 20% larger thanκZCT

at room temperature for all three reactions studied. The
differences between two approaches become smaller at higher
temperatures and negligible for temperatures over 1000 K.
The differences between the CVT/SCT results and experi-

mental data are probably due to two potential sources of errors.

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the experimental and calculated
reaction rate constants for (a) ethane, (b) fluoroethane, and (c)
chloroethane reactions with hydroxyl radical. The reaction rate constants
have been calculated at the G2(MP2)///MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of theory
using the conventional (TST) and canonical (CVT) transition-state
theory with the Wigner (W), zero-curvature (ZCT), and small-curvature
(SCT) tunneling corrections.
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One is the use of small-curvature (SCT) tunneling approximation
which is known30,42,43to underestimate the tunneling contribu-
tion for reactions in which a light atom is transferred between
two heavy moieties. Thus, the tunneling effect is not properly
accounted for and this is most probably the largest source of
error in the calculated reaction rate constants at low tempera-
tures. (Note the larger discrepancies between the experimental
and calculated reaction rate constants at lower temperatures.)
The other source of discrepancies between experimental and
calculated rate constants is the accuracy of the MEP and the
first and second derivatives calculated on the MEP. In our
IVTST-IC approach we have corrected only the classical barrier
heights with respect to the energies calculated at G2(MP2) level,
using the frequencies and inertia tensors from the low-level
MP2/6-31G(d,p) calculations. Thus, more accurate frequencies
would be desirable for the interpolated corrections too. Finally,
the effect of anharmonicity is not included in this study. Its
inclusion was found44 to lower the thermal rate constants for
hydrogen abstraction from methane by a hydrogen atom. A
similar effect may be expected for reactions investigated in this
work.
The validity of the SCT approximation can be tested by

considering the angle between the imaginary-frequency normal-
mode eigenvector at the transition state and the gradient along
the MEP. Figure 8 displays this angle calculated for all three
reactions showing a very similar pattern and therefore implying
a similar reaction mechanism. Angles between the MEP and
imaginary frequency eigenvector change very rapidly up to-0.3
au, where the maximum of the adiabatic ground-state potential
energy curve occurs, and up to 1.0 au on the product side of
the MEP. Outside this range they are relatively constant. This
angle represents approximately the amount that the MEP has
curved away from a straight line due to the coupling with
vibrational modes (Figure 8). The turning points at the
representative SCT tunneling energies28 are calculated to be at
-0.71 and-0.10 au for reaction R1, at-0.66 and-0.18 au
for reaction R2, and at-0.57 and-0.20 au for reaction R3. It
can be seen from Figure 8 that the angles are fairly large in the
representative tunneling region.
It would be interesting to estimate the contribution from the

large curvature tunneling approximation. At present, the large
curvature tunneling (LCT) calculations13,25,42,45are available only

within direct dynamics approaches where one has to use the
semiempirical molecular orbital calculations to keep the calcula-
tions computationally feasible.9b To produce a reasonable MEP,
semiempirical calculations have to be parametrized specifically
for the reaction of interest.6d,9b,10 At the same time correct
structures and frequencies are needed, which is a quite difficult
task.9b,10 It is generally known6d,9b,11,23c,26,42,43that semiempirical
methods without adjustment of the parameters are not suitable
for direct dynamics calculations. Further extensive work is
needed to optimize specific reaction parameters for the hydrogen
abstraction reactions in order to estimate the large curvature
tunneling transmission coefficients.
It was suggested earlier7b that tunneling must be significant

in the reactions of hydroxyl radical with fluorinated ethanes. It
was found, in that study, that the activation entropies calculated
by ab initio methods are 4 times smaller than the values obtained
from experimentally determined preexponential factors. Thus,
it was concluded that the reason for such large discrepancies
between calculated and “experimental” activation entropies must
be the curvature in the Arrhenius plot as a result of tunneling.
We have recalculated both activation entropies for all three
reactions from this study. Results of both studies are presented
in Table 3 while the procedure that we used to derive
“experimental” activation entropies is described in ref 46. Our
results show, in contrast to previous findings,7b that the
differences between experimental and theoretical values are quite
small, up to 4 cal K-1 mol-1. It seems to us that the reason for
such large discrepancies between “experimental” activation
entropies determined in these two studies (Table 3, columns 2
and 3) is an inadequate procedure used in a previous study7b to
obtain “experimental” activation entropies. More specifically,
the difference between the thermodynamic equilibrium constant
(Kø) and the equilibrium constant for perfect gas mixture
expressed in terms of the concentrations of the species at
equilibrium (Kc)46 must have been overlooked. Thus, it is fair
to conclude that the differences between theoretical and
experimental activation entropies (Table 3, columns 3 and 4)
are quite small for all three reactions and can be explained by
errors in calculated and experimental values.
Since the understanding of substituent effects is very impor-

tant in the atmospheric chemistry of haloalkanes, we have
compared results for ethane reaction with hydroxyl radical with
fluoroethane and chloroethane reactions in order to understand
the effect of halogen substitution. In our previous work8b we
have discussed electronic factors affecting barrier heights of
ethane and its halogenated analogues. However, Truhlar et al.6c

have shown that the explanation of substituent effects based
only on the electronic factors affecting the barrier heights cannot
account qualitatively for the whole effect. Therefore, we have
factorized the rate constant ratios into the tunneling (TunF),
symmetry (SymmF), rotational (RotF), translational (TranF),
vibrational (VibF), and potential (PotF) contributions. Table 4
lists these contributions calculated at TST and CVT/SCT levels
and for three different temperatures 300, 600, and 1000 K for
k(FEt)/k(C2H6) andk(ClEt)/k(C2H6) ratios.

Figure 8. Change of angles between the gradient along the minimum
energy path and the imaginary-frequency normal mode eigenvector at
the transition state for reactions R1, R2, and R3.

TABLE 3: Comparison of Activation Entropies (∆qSø)
Obtained from Experimentally Determined Preexponential
Factors and Calculated by ab Initio Methods at 298 K and
Reported in cal mol-1 K-1a

reaction 10-12A ∆qSø(exp)e ∆qSø(exp)f ∆qSø(calc)f

C2H6 + OH 10.3b -112.9 -24.1 -22.1
C2H5F+ OH 6.7c -115.5 -25.0 -28.4
C2H5Cl + OH 14.0d -23.4 -27.7
a The preexponential factors (A), in cm3 molecule-1 s-1, are obtained

from the experimental reaction rate constants.bReferences 1 and 35.
cReference 36.dReference 37.eReference 7b.f This work.
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At all temperatures examined, PotF favors reactions R2 and
R3 over reaction R1. However, other factors lower this
contribution significantly resulting in smallerk(HalEt)/k(Et) ratios.
PotF decreases with increasing the temperature while TunF and
VibF increase. In the case of fluoroethane, increase of VibF
with the temperature is more pronounced than in the case of
chloroethane. It should be noted that TST and CVT ratios differ
significantly for VibF contributions. This is the consequence
of larger variational effects on the position of the dynamical
bottleneck in the case of haloethanes resulting in significantly
different VibF factors. At the 300 K TSTk(ClEt)/k(C2H6) ratio is
1.48, while the CVT/SCT ratio is only 0.87. Results obtained
with the conventional transition-state theory are closer to the
experimental ratio, but it must be noted that the experimental
results for chloroethane and fluoroethane cannot be compared
directly with calculated values of the reaction rate constants
since the experimental reaction rate constants have been
determined for overall abstraction process, i.e., the abstraction
reactions from bothR- andâ-carbon atoms, while the calculated
reaction rate constants apply only forR abstraction.

Conclusions

The present study provides a detailed description of the
reaction-path dynamics of ethane, fluoroethane, and chloroethane
reactions with OH radical. Three hydrogen abstraction reactions
have been studied with canonical variational transition-state
theory augmented with multidimensional semiclassical tunneling
approximations. The minimum energy path and its first and
second derivatives were calculated at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory. This approach was supplemented by interpo-
lated corrections of barrier heights calculated by G2(MP2)
methodology.
The reaction rate constants of all three reactions have been

calculated for temperatures from 200 to 1000 K which covers
the range of experimentally determined values. The comparison
of CVT and CVT/ZCT results has shown that tunneling is
important for those hydrogen abstraction reactions and increases
the reaction rate constants by a factor of 5 at 200 K and by a
factor of 2 at 320 K. This temperature range is of particular
interest for tropospheric reactions. The calculated reaction rate
constants are smaller than the measured values for the whole
temperature range, and the differences are more pronounced at
low temperatures. However, if the measured values would be
available specifically for the abstraction reactions from the

R-carbon atom, the agreement with the calculated reaction rate
constants of haloethanes would be improved.
The analysis of the reaction path properties has shown that

two normal modes change significantly during the abstraction
reactions. These are the symmetric C-H stretching of the CH2
group from which hydrogen is abstracted and the symmetric
O-H stretching in the product water molecule. The change of
frequencies along the reaction path has a significant effect on
the position of dynamical bottleneck for all three reactions. The
competition between potential and vibrational energies in
determining the location of the variational transition state shifts
the dynamical bottleneck toward reactants.
Although the present study provides a detailed description

of the reaction-path dynamics of important tropospheric reac-
tions, to obtain more accurately calculated reaction rate constants
the application of the higher level of theory for minimum energy
path calculations and/or the large curvature tunneling corrections
will be necessary. Both tasks are computationally demanding
and time-consuming, however, we plan to pursue these research
tasks in the future.
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